Cytokinesis involves a nontranscriptional function of the Hippo pathway effector YAP
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YAP is a transcriptional coactivator that controls organ expansion and differentiation and is inhibited by the Hippo pathway in cells in interphase. Here, we demonstrated that, during mitosis, YAP localized to the midbody and spindle, subcellular structures that are involved in cytokinesis, the process by which contraction of the cytoskeleton produces two daughter cells. Furthermore, YAP was phosphorylated by CDK1, a kinase that promotes cell cycle progression. Knockdown of YAP by shRNA or expression of a nonphosphorylatable form of YAP delayed the separation of daughter cells (called abscission) and induced a cytokinesis phenotype associated with increased contractile force, membrane blebbing and bulges, and abnormal spindle orientation. Consequently, these defects led to an increased frequency of multinucleation, micronuclei, and aneuploidy. YAP was required for proper localization of proteins that regulate contraction during cytokinesis, including ECT2, MgcRacGap, Anillin, and RHOA. In addition, depletion of YAP increased the phosphorylation of myosin light chain, which would be expected to activate the contractile activity of myosin II, the molecular motor involved in cytokinesis. The polarity scaffold protein PATJ coprecipitated with YAP and colocalized with YAP at the cytokinesis midbody, and knockdown of PATJ phenocopied the cytokinetic defects and spindle orientation alterations induced by either YAP depletion or expression of a nonphosphorylatable YAP mutant. Together, these results reveal an unanticipated role for YAP in the proper organization of the cytokinesis machinery during mitosis through interaction with the polarity protein PATJ.

INTRODUCTION

The Yes-associated protein (YAP) was originally identified on the basis of its interaction with the Src family kinase Yes (1). YAP functions primarily as a co–transcription factor that interacts with various DNA binding proteins, including the transcription factors RUNX, TEAD/TEF, and p73, to regulate gene expression (2, 3). Genetic screens independently identified the Drosophila ortholog Yki as a gene that regulates cell proliferation and apoptosis (4). Both Yki and YAP are regulated by a conserved kinase cascade that includes Hippo (Hpo) and its mammalian orthologs MST1/2, which interact with Salvador (Sav) in flies or Sav1 (also known as WW45) in mammals. This kinase complex phosphorylates Warts (Wts) (LATS1/2 in mammals), which in turn phosphorylates Ser127 in Yki in flies and Ser129 in YAP. Yki/YAP phosphorylation tethers these proteins to 14-3-3 and sequesters them in the cytoplasm, inhibiting nuclear translocation and downstream transcriptional programs.

The YAP gene resides within a chromosomal region (11q22) that is amplified in various cancers, and several reports indicate that YAP can function as an oncogene. Indeed, YAP overexpression drives tumor formation in vivo (5, 6) and can transform cells in culture (7), and endogenous YAP is required for tumorigenicity induced by MST1/2 or NF2 loss of function in vivo (8–10). Increased YAP abundance is also found in various human cancers, including esophageal (11), gastric (11, 12), colon (13), lung (13), and ovarian carcinoma (13), non–small cell lung cancer (14), and hepatocellular carcinoma (15), for which increased YAP abundance is an adverse prognostic marker. However, YAP loss of heterozygosity and reduced protein abundance occur in some cancers, and YAP depletion can promote cell survival (16, 17), enhance migration and invasion, and promote tumor growth in immunocompromised mice (18), suggesting that YAP can also act as a tumor suppressor in some contexts.

In addition to the conserved functions in regulating tissue growth, the mammalian Hippo pathway orthologs have also been implicated in the regulation of mitosis. Loss-of-function alterations in LATS1 or LATS2 in Drosophila and mouse cells induce cytokinesis defects and multinucleation (19–23). Furthermore, MST2, WW45, and LATS, along with RASSF1A, a tumor suppressor protein, coassociate in a mitotic complex localized to centrosomes and the midbody (19, 24, 25). Like RASSF1A-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), LATS1-deficient MEFs fail cytokinesis (19, 24, 25). Deficiency in Drosophila Hpo leads to central spindle defects and the presence of lagging strands (26). Although these data demonstrate a mitotic role for members of the Hippo pathway, their precise functions in cell division and whether YAP, the key target of this pathway, plays a role in this process remain unknown.

Here, we identified a role for YAP in cytokinesis. We showed that YAP knockdown resulted in abnormal morphological alterations during cytokinesis as well as aberrant RHOA localization and myosin light chain (MLC) phosphorylation, spindle misorientation, and an increase in cytokinesis failure in HeLa and MCF-10A cells. In addition, we identified the polarity protein PATJ as a YAP-interacting partner that is also required for proper execution of cytokinesis. These data demonstrate that, in addition to its roles in transcription, YAP is a direct regulator of mitosis.

RESULTS

YAP localizes to the central spindle and midbody ring

Several mammalian Hippo pathway proteins localize to the mitotic machinery during cell division. To examine the localization of YAP during
mitosis, we immunostained MCF-10A human mammary epithelial cells and HeLa cells with a panel of YAP antibodies. Using three different antibodies to YAP, we found that YAP, like MST and LATS proteins, localized to the mitotic machinery of dividing cells, at the central spindle during anaphase and at the midbody ring during telophase/cytokinesis (Fig. 1, A to G). We also found that YAP phosphorylated at Ser127, a product of LATS1-mediated phosphorylation, localized to the same mitotic structures (Fig. 1H). Moreover, exogenously expressed Flag-tagged YAP (Flag-YAP) or an enhanced green fluorescent protein–YAP (EGFP-YAP) fusion protein was also enriched at the midbody (Fig. 1, I and J). The validity of YAP midbody localization was supported by reduced YAP at this site in cells depleted of YAP by short hairpin RNA (shRNA) (fig. S1). Endogenous YAP colocalized with the midbody component Cep55 as well as upstream components of the Hippo pathway, such as MST and LATS (Fig. 1, K to M). These results showed that YAP associated with mitotic structures and raised the question of whether YAP regulates any aspect of mitosis.

Knockdown of YAP disrupts cytokinesis
To examine if YAP plays a role in mitosis in MCF-10A or HeLa cells, we used five different shRNA interference sequences (shYAP) (fig. S2) or small interfering RNAs (siYAP) to knock down YAP. The effects of YAP knockdown on mitosis were examined by time-lapse microscopy in MCF-10A (Fig. 2A and movies S1 to S4) or HeLa cells (movies S5 and S6) expressing H2B-GFP (histone 2B–GFP) to label nuclei or GFP-tubulin to label mitotic spindles. YAP knockdown elicited mitotic defects that involved an increased transit time from cytokinesis to abscission and a lengthening of mitosis by an average of 40 min over controls (Fig. 2B). Cells depleted of YAP also exhibited increased membrane blebbing during anaphase and telophase and a striking morphological disruption of cytokinesis involving “hyperdynamic” movements of the dividing cells and considerable blebbing and bulges (Fig. 2C and movies S1 to S6). In addition, YAP depletion caused misorientation of the spindle, which frequently resulted in one of the two daughter cells dividing perpendicular to the surface of the monolayer following by abnormal suspension into the medium (fig. S3). Although most cells ultimately separated into two daughter cells, a small percentage failed to complete cytokinesis and became binucleated. YAP knockdown led to a sixfold increase in multinucleated cells and a threefold increase in the percentage of cells with micronuclei (Fig. 2D), which are a hallmark of disrupted cell division. Chromosome counting using fluorescently labeled centromeric FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization) probes also revealed a 5% increase in the number of polyploid cells under conditions of YAP depletion (Fig. 2E). Together, these data demonstrate that YAP depletion causes a morphological and functional disruption of cytokinesis.

YAP is required for proper cleavage furrow contractility
RHOA is essential for actomyosin contraction during cytokinesis, and its precise localization and activation establish the cleavage furrow (27, 28). To determine if knockdown of YAP affects RHOA localization during mitosis, cells were monitored by time-lapse microscopy until late telophase and then immediately fixed in trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and stained to localize RHOA by immunofluorescence (29, 30).
reconstruction was performed (Fig. 3A and movie S7), and surface plot intensities were graphed to visualize RHOA. Control cells predominantly showed RHOA localization in a ring at the cleavage furrow with some small patches in the plasma membrane outside the cleavage furrow at the late stages of cytokinesis when the actin cortex reassembles in blebs generated during cytokinesis (31). In contrast, in YAP-depleted cells, RHOA not only localized to the midbody but also displayed considerable ectopic accumulation outside of the cleavage furrow region in 87.9% of the midbodies observed (Fig. 3A). Depletion of YAP resulted in additional ectopic RHOA foci but did not prevent RHOA localization to the midbody. Thus, the loss of YAP expression leads to the mislocalization of RHOA during late cell division.

RHOA activity is regulated during cytokinesis by the centralspindlin complex, which includes MgcRacGAP (RacGAP1) and MKLP and which recruits the RHOGEF ECT2. Anillin (ANLN) is a scaffold protein that links RHOA to actin and myosin components for furrow progression (32). Therefore, we sought to determine if these cleavage furrow components were mislocalized in cytokinesis-defective YAP-depleted cells. Immunofluorescence analysis was performed on cells fixed at the time of cytokinesis entry, as determined by time-lapse imaging, and surface plot intensities were generated to visualize ECT2 localization. In control cells, ECT2 was localized predominantly in a ring at the central spindle and at the midbody, whereas cells depleted of YAP showed considerable ectopic ECT2 accumulation outside of the central spindle region (Fig. 3, B to E). Similarly, RacGAP1 (Fig. 3, C to E) and ANLN (Fig. 3, D and E) also ectopically localized outside of the midbody region as well as the midbody. These results suggest that YAP affected RHOA activity and localization during cytokinesis by regulating the localization of the mitotic proteins ECT2, RacGAP1, and ANLN to the cleavage furrow.

To further investigate contractile activity in mitotic cells, we examined the phosphorylation of MLC, a downstream target of RHO. YAP knockdown induced an increase in the phosphorylation of MLC in mitotic HeLa cells generated by nocodazole treatment and release (Fig. 3F). Consistent with these results, immunofluorescence analysis revealed an elevation and mislocalization of phosphorylated MLC in 83% of YAP-depleted cells as compared to 5% of control cells (Fig. 3G).
Fig. 3. YAP is required for proper cleavage furrow contractility.

(A) Representative examples of RHOA immunostains at early (left panels) and late (right panels) cytokinesis in control (n = 27) and shYAP (n = 33) MCF-10A cells. Cells were monitored on gridded coverslips to identify cells undergoing cytokinesis and were immunostained for RHOA (red). Surface intensity plots are shown to the right of each image to visualize the positions of RHOA. White arrows indicate normal RHOA staining, and yellow arrows indicate abnormal RHOA ectopic foci. Scale bar, 5 μm. Images were obtained from three independent experiments.

(B) Representative images of ECT2 localization (green) during cytokinesis in control (n = 119) or shYAP (n = 127) MCF-10A cells. Corresponding surface plots of ECT2 staining intensity. Scale bar, 5 μm. Images were obtained from three independent experiments.

(C) Colocalization (merge) of ECT2 (green) and RACGAP1 (red) for control (n = 46) or shYAP (n = 41) MCF10A cells. Scale bar, 5 μm. Images were obtained from three independent experiments.

(D) Colocalization (merge) of ECT2 (green) and ANLN (red) for control (n = 23) or shYAP (n = 27) MCF10A cells. Scale bar, 5 μm. Images were obtained from four independent experiments.

(E) Quantification of the percent of cells with mislocalized foci for ECT2, RACGAP1, and ANLN and quantification of the percent of cells showing ectopic colocalization between RACGAP1 and ECT2 or ANLN and ECT2. RACGAP1 and ECT2 ectopic foci colocalized but ANLN and ECT2 foci did not. Statistical significance (**P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; NS, P > 0.05) was assessed by unpaired Student’s t test. Bars represent means + SEM from three independent experiments.

(F) Lysates from HeLa cells expressing control plasmid or two different shYAP hairpins (#1 or #2) were immunoblotted for phosphorylated MLC (pMLC), YAP, and tubulin, at the indicated times after nocodazole release. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments.

(G) Representative images from control (n = 40) and YAP knockdown (n = 26) cells were obtained from three independent experiments showing phosphorylated MLC immunostaining in cytokinesis. Surface intensity plots are shown to the right of each immunostaining image to visualize the intensity of phosphorylated MLC throughout the cell. Scale bar, 5 μm.

(H) Representative time-lapse images of control or shYAP MCF-10A cells undergoing cell division. Analysis was obtained from YAP knockdown cells treated with no drug (n = 747), the Rho inhibitor C3 transferase (n = 973), or the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (n = 729) and LKO control cells (Control) treated with no drug (n = 983), C3 transferase (n = 514), or Y-27632 ROCK inhibitor (n = 870). Arrows indicate mitotic cells. Scale bar, 10 μm.

(I) Quantification of YAP-depleted mitotic cells that display the hyperdynamic cell division phenotype, which consists of considerable blebbing and bulging. C3 Trans, C3 transferase.

(J) Quantification of failed division for the indicated treatments. Data in (I) and (J) were pooled from two independent experiments and assessed for statistical significance (**P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; NS, P > 0.05) with Fisher’s exact test.
To assess the importance of contractile activity in the YAP knockdown phenotype, we examined the effects of suppression of the RHO pathway using either C3 transferase, which inhibits RHO proteins by adenosine diphosphate ribosylation, or Y-27632, a pharmacological inhibitor of RHO kinase (ROCK), a crucial RHO effector that induces contractile activity. Inhibition of RHO in YAP-depleted cells reduced the morphological disruption and excessive cell contractions at division, although some small blebs were still apparent (Fig. 3, H and I, and movie S8). Treatment with C3 transferase blocked cell division because of the requirement for RHO activity for furrowing (33–36). Control cells (11.6%) failed division when treated with C3 transferase (Fig. 3J), an effect rescued by YAP depletion (2.5% of cells failed division), consistent with a role for YAP in RHO-regulated processes during division. In addition, treatment with the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 reduced the percentage of morphologically disrupted mitoses by 91.2%, further supporting the hypothesis that the phenotype elicited by YAP knockdown was associated with inappropriate activation of the RHO pathway (Fig. 3, H and I, and movie S8). Together, these results suggest that YAP is important for proper contractile activity of cleavage furrow components during cytokinesis.

YAP is phosphorylated during mitosis

The YAP Western blots (Fig. 3F) revealed a substantial and transient mobility shift in nocodazole-released samples, suggesting that YAP was subjected to posttranslational modification during mitosis. The mobility of YAP was indeed retarded by nocodazole treatment of both HeLa and MCF-10A cells (Fig. 4A). Blotting of lysates from mitotic HeLa cells indicated that most of the YAP protein was modified under these conditions. Mitotic HeLa cells can be efficiently separated from interphase cells by mitotic “shake-off,” which was not effective in MCF-10A cells. Like endogenous YAP protein, exogenously expressed YAP displayed a similar shift in mobility during mitosis (Fig. 4B). Moreover, an alternative method of synchronizing cells, double thymidine blocking, also revealed a similar pattern of slower migrating YAP species during mitosis (Fig. 4C).

To examine if the retarded YAP mobility in mitotic cell lysates might be due to phosphorylation, we treated cell lysates with various combinations of calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) and phosphatase inhibitor before SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Western blotting. CIP treatment of the mitotic cell lysates reversed the shift in YAP mobility; however, when phosphatase inhibitor was included in the presence of CIP treatment of mitotic YAP lysates, the YAP mobility shift was not affected, indicating that the retarded migration of this protein is due to phosphorylation (Fig. 4D). Because YAP is phosphorylated by kinases in the LATS family on any of five different sites (Ser61, Ser109, Ser127, Ser164, and Ser381), we examined the mobility of a YAP protein with alanine substitutions at each of these sites (YAP-5SA) from mitotic cell lysates. YAP-5SA indicated that most of the YAP protein was modified under these conditions. The mobility of YAP was indeed retarded by nocodazole treatment of both HeLa and MCF-10A cells (Fig. 4A). Blotting of lysates from mitotic HeLa cells in-
Fig. 4. YAP is differentially phosphorylated during mitosis. (A) Immunoblot of endogenous YAP from MCF-10A (10A) or HeLa cells treated with nocodazole (Noc). Arrow indicates the phosphorylated form of YAP. Immunoblot is representative of two independent experiments. (B) YAP immunoblot of exogenously expressed pBabeFlagYAP (Flag) or pBabePuro control (Babe) in HeLa cells treated with nocodazole. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments. (C) Immunoblot of HeLa cells with double thymidine block shows that YAP was phosphorylated during mitotic phase of the cell cycle. Phospho-histone H3 S10 (PHH3 S10) is a mitotic marker of the cell cycle, and tubulin is used as a loading control. The number of hours after release from the double thymidine block is indicated. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments. (D) YAP and tubulin immunoblots of CIP- and PI-treated lysates from HeLa cells treated with nocodazole. Arrow indicates the phosphorylated form of YAP. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments. (E) Immunoblot of lysates of nocodazole-treated HeLa cells expressing either the Flag-YAP combination mutant for the five LATS phosphorylation sites YAP S61A, S109A, S127A, S164A, S381A (5SA) or wild-type (WT) Flag-YAP. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments. (F) Anti-YAP immunoblot of lysates of HeLa cells expressing shRNAs against YAP, LATS1 or LATS2 or LKO empty vector showing the YAP mobility shift with nocodazole treatment. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments. (G) Table indicating the single, double, or triple phosphorylation site mutants used to identify the mitotic sites. Nocodazole treatment was used to identify the combination of mutations that could reverse the mitotic shift in immunoblot assays. Highlighted in darker gray is the combination of mutations (YAP S138A, T143A, and S367A, referred to as Flag–YAP 3A) that reversed the mitotic shift. (H) Schematic map showing locations of our identified mitotic phosphorylation sites on YAP (red) relative to previously identified YAP phosphorylation sites (gray) and TEAD-, SH3-, WW1-, WW2-, and PDZ-binding domains. (I) Anti-Flag immunoblot of nocodazole analysis of the combination alanine mutant Flag–YAP 3A shows that loss of YAP sites Ser138, Thr143, and Ser367 reversed the mitotic shift. Immunoblot is representative of three independent experiments. (J) MS heat map of total spectral counts of WT YAP phosphosites from nonsynchronized (NS) or mitotic MCF-10A cells after release from nocodazole treatment (after 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 180 min). The right-hand labels indicate the phosphorylation site or sites identified. Data are representative of two independent experiments. (K) Immunoblot analysis of HeLa cells treated with CDK inhibitor Puravanol A or BM11028. Arrow indicates the phosphorylated form of YAP. Immunoblots are representative of two independent experiments. (L) Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis of cells expressing YAP WT, YAP 3A, YAP 3D, and empty vector control for the indicated TEAD-dependent transcriptional genes; representative of three biological replicates. Results were normalized to the housekeeping gene RPLP0 and are presented as mean fold change + SD. Statistical significance (***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; NS, P > 0.05) was assessed by Student’s t test compared to control LKO. (M) Time-lapse analysis of the hyperdynamic phenotype of MCF-10A cells expressing the phospho-mutants or shYAP cells reconstituted with the various phospho-mutants. Quantification of the summary of three independent experiments from mitotic cells transfected with LKO (Control) and control pBABE (n = 542), YAP WT (n = 216), YAP 3A (n = 332), or YAP 3D (n = 229) or cells transfected with shYAP and control pBABE (n = 84), YAP WT (n = 117), YAP 3A (n = 119), or YAP 3D (n = 40). Data are represented as means + SEM, and statistical significance (***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; NS, P > 0.05) was assessed by Student’s t test.
proteins displayed comparable amounts of coprecipitation with the wild-type and mutant YAP proteins, indicating that mutation of the mitotic phosphorylation sites did not grossly affect YAP protein folding or function.

PATJ was distinguished as the most abundantly detected protein in YAP immunoprecipitates by MS. To validate this interaction, we analyzed YAP or PATJ immunoprecipitates from untreated or nocodazole-treated MCF-10A cells. Indeed, endogenous YAP and PATJ coimmunoprecipitated, and the interaction could be detected using either anti-YAP or anti-PATJ antibody for immunoprecipitation (fig. S6). Although we did not consistently detect increased YAP-PATJ coimmunoprecipitation in mitotic cells, as observed in the MS data (Fig. 5), these results confirm that PATJ is a bona fide YAP-interacting protein.

To examine whether PATJ colocalizes with YAP during cytokinesis, we immunostained PATJ in nocodazole-treated MCF-10A cells. Indeed, PATJ was enriched at midbodies and colocalized with YAP on this structure (Fig. 6A). Knockdown of YAP resulted in a diffuse PATJ localization in the midbody region in 80% of cells (Fig. 6B), suggesting that YAP was required for the midbody localization of PATJ. In contrast, depletion of PATJ did not significantly affect YAP localization to the midbody ring (fig. S7). Moreover, PATJ knockdown induced a cytokinetic phenotype similar to that exhibited by YAP-depleted cells, with extensive protrusions, blebbing, and hyperdynamic behavior (Fig. 6C and movie S10), as well as misorientation of the spindle plane resulting in one of the two daughter cells dividing perpendicular to the surface of the monolayer (Fig. 6D). PATJ knockdown also caused an increase in the phosphorylation of MLC comparable to that observed in YAP-depleted cells (Fig. 6E).

Together, our results showing YAP and PATJ colocalization at mitotic structures, combined with the comparable phenotypes elicited upon their knockdown, provide evidence that the YAP-PATJ interaction is important for proper cytokinesis.

Fig. 5. Proteins that coprecipitate with YAP. Heat map of normalized total spectral counts of LC-MS/MS-identified and CompPASS-analyzed interacting proteins for YAP WT, YAP 3A, or YAP 3D from nonsynchronized or mitotic cells after release from nocodazole treatment at the indicated times. Data are representative of two independent experiments.

Here, we showed that shRNA-mediated knockdown of YAP delayed abscission and also induced a cytokinesis phenotype associated with increased contractile force, membrane blebbing, and bulges. The specific nature of the defective cytokinesis phenotype elicited by YAP knockdown was similar to many other perturbations that affect the RHOA pathway. For example, overexpression of either active RHOA or unregulated catalytically active MLC kinase during cytokinesis impairs cortical activity and induces blebbing (52–54). Our data showed that cells depleted of YAP showed considerable ectopic RHOA accumulation outside of the cleavage furrow region, suggesting that YAP depletion caused mislocalization of RHOA.

Our data support a model in which YAP regulates the activation of contractile activity, possibly through regulation of the central spindle and furrow components during cytokinesis. Alterations in PLK1, ECT2, ANLN, RacGAP1, and p190RHOGAP, all of which affect RHOA activity, promote abnormal cortical activity, increased blebbing, and spindle misorientation, as well as impaired accumulation of RHOA at the equatorial cortex and ectopic localization at other membrane sites—phenotypes similar to those observed during cytokinesis in YAP-depleted cells (28, 32, 55–59). Because these proteins have been proposed to regulate not only the activation of RHO but also the organization of the contractile ring and linkage of RHO-dependent actomyosin contractility to the membrane at the equatorial plane (28), these phenotypes are believed to be caused by a failure to properly localize RHO-induced contractile activity. Consistent with YAP-mediated regulation of these proteins, depletion of YAP caused mislocalization of ECT2, ANLN, and RacGAP1, although ANLN foci were notably distinct from those containing colocalized RacGAP1 and ECT2 (Fig. 3E).

A model in which YAP regulates the coordination of contractile activity is also consistent with the substantial increase in the ROCK-mediated
phosphorylation of MLC caused by the knockdown of YAP. ROCK is a downstream effector of RHOA, and its phosphorylation of MLC on Ser19 stimulates actomyosin contractility to promote furrow formation during cytokinesis (60–62). A role for YAP in the regulation of contractile activity is further supported by our finding that the hyperdynamic phenotype associated with YAP depletion could be rescued by inhibition of RHO or ROCK. It is feasible that the mislocalized excessive cortical activity during furrow ingression in YAP-depleted cells contributes to improper chromosome distribution during cytokinesis, leading to increased multinucleation, micronuclei, and abnormal chromosome numbers. Together, these data suggest that YAP is a component of the regulatory network that controls contractile activity during mitotic exit.

The identification of multiple amino acids that are specifically phosphorylated on YAP during mitosis provided valuable mechanistic insight relating to the role of YAP in cytokinesis. Our evidence suggested that these YAP sites (Ser138, Thr143, and Ser367) were CDK1 phosphorylation sites. Another group has reported that YAP is phosphorylated in vitro and in vivo by CDK1 (39) and identified Ser367 as one of the sites. However, we did not detect phosphorylation of the other two sites identified in that study (Thr119 and Ser289) by MS in MCF-10A cells (Fig. 4J), and phosphorylation of these sites was not enriched in mitotic HeLa cells (37). It is feasible that Taxol, the mitotic inhibitor used in the Yang et al. report, elicits distinct mitotic phosphorylation sites in the cell type(s) they examined.

CDK1 is responsible for synchronizing and timing the entry into various stages of cell division. CDK1 substrates are phosphorylated in early mitosis, when CDK1 activity is high and anaphase-promoting complex (APC) activity is low, thereby preventing cells from proceeding to mitotic exit. At metaphase, APC activity rises and begins to degrade the CDK1...
CDK-mediated phosphorylation of CDK1 substrates, allowing cells to start exiting mitosis. Activator cyclin B, which leads to a reduction of CDK1 activity and dephosphorylation of CDK1 substrates, allowing cells to start exiting mitosis (63). Our evidence that the phosphorylated mitotic sites of YAP have a CDK consensus sequence (S/TPXK/R), that YAP displays a pattern of phosphorylation during mitosis similar to other CDK substrates, and that the mitotic phosphorylations are lost with CDK inhibition provides support that CDK phosphorylates these sites. The importance of these sites is highlighted by the similar phenotype of prolonged and abnormally contractile cytokinesis in cells overexpressing the phospho-mutant YAP 3A and in cells in which YAP is depleted, as well as by the failure of YAP 3A to rescue these cytokinetically defective cells when reexpressed in cells lacking endogenous YAP. Thus, we propose that phosphorylation of YAP may contribute to the control of mitotic exit by CDK1. Of note, we also showed that the alterations in mitosis were not due to secondary effects on transcription because TEAD-dependent YAP target genes were unaffected by expression of YAP 3A or YAP 3D, and these YAP mutants interacted with TEAD family members to a similar extent as wild-type YAP on the basis of our communoprecipitation and MS experiments (Fig. 5). Together, these data indicate that CDK1-mediated YAP phosphorylation early in mitosis is important for proper regulation of mitotic exit and cytokinesis.

Although we predicted that YAP would communoprecipitate with cleavage furrow components, our analysis did not reveal any such interactions, possibly because the interactions are too transient to be detected by this method or because they may not be direct. PATJ was identified as a protein that communoprecipitated with YAP and localized to the midbody during cytokinesis in a YAP-dependent fashion. Loss of PATJ also resulted in a hyperdynamic cytokinesis phenotype with altered spindle orientation similar to the phenotype induced by YAP depletion or expression of phospho-mutant YAP 3A. Because PATJ knockdown did not disrupt the midbody localization of YAP, these data suggest that the interaction of PATJ with YAP is important for YAP’s regulation of cytokinesis.

PATJ is a scaffold protein that is part of the evolutionarily conserved Crumbs (crumbs-PALS1-PATJ) polarity complex that regulates tight junction formation, epithelial apicobasal polarity, and directional movement (64, 65). Along with other members of the Crumbs complex, PATJ has been implicated in the regulation of spindle orientation. We found that loss of PATJ or expression of the phospho-mutant YAP 3A altered the spindle orientation of cells during mitosis and cytokinesis. Although little is known about the spatial cues that regulate spindle orientation in the z axis of symmetrically dividing cells, cadherin junctions and specific molecular cues that localize to the cortex through the Crumbs polarity complex are hypothesized to act by regulating astral microtubules or by exerting pulling or pushing forces on the spindle (66). Complexes associated with PATJ and YAP could influence spindle orientation through these spatial polarity cues. The localization of both YAP and PATJ to the midbody and central spindle raises the possibility that they could also regulate spatial cues that coordinate with checkpoint regulators to ensure the proper timing of mitosis, in a similar way that spatial cues regulate the timing of mitotic exit in yeast (67). The LATS and MST homologs DBF2 and CDC15 control the spatial and temporal aspects of mitosis in yeast; however, our data showing that the YAP-SSA mutant was still phosphorylated during mitosis suggested that the mitotic activities of YAP described in this report did not depend on LATS-mediated phosphorylation (68, 69).

These data are consistent with a model (Fig. 7) in which CDK1-phosphorylated YAP regulates cytokinesis through a mechanism involving interaction with the polarity protein PATJ, to spatially orient contractile activity and regulate the timing of mitotic exit. Alterations in YAP or PATJ abundance, or inhibition of CDK phosphorylation of YAP, cause distortion of the mitotic spindle and disrupt coordination of contractile processes and membrane dynamics. Further studies are required to define the nature of the interaction with PATJ and to elucidate the precise mechanism involved in PATJ/YAP-mediated coordination of cytokinesis.

Although YAP can act as an oncogene, YAP may also have a tumor suppressor–like function in some cancers (70). Consistent with this hypothesis, decreased YAP abundance correlates with reduced patient survival in a small fraction of aggressive and highly undifferentiated human colorectal carcinoma cases, and reexpression of YAP in colorectal carcinoma xenografts can restrict tumor growth (71). Moreover, YAP can enhance p73-mediated apoptosis (16–18, 46, 47). Loss of YAP or mutation of its mitotic phosphorylation sites resulted in cytokinesis failure that promoted micronuclei formation and aneuploidy, albeit in a small fraction of cells. It has been hypothesized that a failure in cell division leads to the formation of genetically unstable tetraploid cells with multiple centrosomes that can lead to aneuploidy and tumorigenesis (72, 73). A role for cytokinesis in tumorigenesis is supported by reports that mutations in certain tumor suppressors lead to increased rates of cytokinesis failure (74), and some components required for cytokinesis are either deregulated or encoded by genes located in chromosomal regions that are deleted or amplified in tumors and tumor-derived cell lines (75, 76). Tetraploidization, which frequently occurs in human cancers (77), often precedes aneuploidy and can induce tumorigenesis in mouse models (78, 79). Our results raise the possibility that loss of YAP may affect tumorigenic potential by contributing to genome instability events that occur as a result of failed cytokinesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and nocodazole treatment

MCF-10A cells were cultured as described in (80). HeLa cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin and streptomycin (50 μg/ml each). The cells were then synchronized with nocodazole for 15 hours. Mitotic shake-off was performed for HeLa cells, and the cells were replated for nocodazole release. However, because MCF-10A cells could not shake-off, the entire population was released into normal growth media.

RNA interference

ON-TARGETplus SMARTpool siRNAs targeting YAP1 (Dharmacon) were transfected into HeLa cells, using FuGENE HD (Roche) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Different shRNAs in human pLKO.1 lentiviral vectors (Open Biosystems) were used to knock down YAP1, LAT51, LAT52, or INADL (PATJ). The best two or three hairpins were used for subsequent experiments. The RNAi (RNA interference) Consortium (TRC) numbers used for the shRNAs are as follows: YAP: TRCN0000107265, TRCN0000107268, TRCN0000107269; LAT51: TRCN000001776, TRCN0000001777; LAT52: TRCN0000000880, TRCN0000000884; INADL: TRCN0000158824, TRCN0000159109. The website for the TRC for human shRNA is www.broadinstitute.org/maiz/trc/lib. shRNA-expressing MCF-10A cell lines were selected with puromycin (2 μg/ml), and HeLa cells were also selected with puromycin (5 μg/ml).

Antibodies

Primary antibodies to the following proteins were used: YAP, phospho-YAP Ser127, PLK1 (208G4), MST2, phospho-MLC, and MLCL (Cell Signaling Technology Inc.); LAT51 and LAT52 (Bethyl Laboratories Inc.); YAP, ECT2, tubulin, GFP, and PATJ (Abcam); YAP (H215), YAP (H300), Anillin (H-300), RH0A (119), RH0A (26C4), ECT2 (H300), ECT2 (C-20), and Centrin-2 (N-17)-R (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); RacGAP1, YAP1, PLK1, Flag M2, and Flag M5 (Sigma-Aldrich); Cep55 (Abnova); and PATJ (Novus). Secondary antibodies used included Alexa Fluor goat anti-rabbit 488 and 568, goat anti-mouse 488 and 568, donkey anti-goat 488 and 568 (Invitrogen) or goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG)–horseradish peroxidase (HRP), and goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to stain DNA/nuclei.

Immunoblotting

Protein abundance was assessed by immunoblotting. Protein lysates for immunoblot analysis were prepared using radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer [1% NP-40, 0.2% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM sodium chloride, 50 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 10 mM sodium fluoride, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate, apoprotinin (5 μg/ml), leupeptin (5 μg/ml), and 100 μM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride]. Lysates were run on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel or 4 to 20% tris-glycine gels (Invitrogen) and transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore). Immunoblots were visualized with Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Scientific).

Immunofluorescence staining

Formaldehyde fixation was performed using 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 15 min. Cells were rinsed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 30 mM glycine and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100/PBS for 5 min. Methanol/acetonitrile (1:1) fixation was performed at −20°C for 15 min. For RH0A immunostaining, cells were fixed with 10% TCA on ice for 15 min (29, 30), rinsed three times in PBS/glycine, and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100/PBS. All images were collected either with a Nikon C1si scanning confocal microscope on a Nikon TE2000U inverted microscope (Stages) or with a Nikon A1R confocal microscope on a Nikon TiE inverted microscope (Stages). Both microscopes were equipped with Plan Apo 60× 1.4 NA (numerical aperture) optical objectives, and 405, 488, and 561 nm were used to excite DAPI, Alexa 488, and Alexa 568 fluorophores, respectively. Z-series optical sections were collected with a step size of 0.25 μm using a Nikon focus motor. Z-series were displayed as maximum z-projections. Gamma, brightness, and contrast were adjusted on displayed images (identically for compared image sets) using Meta Morph 7 software or NIS-Elements.

Time-lapse imaging

Cells were grown in multilayer glass bottom dishes (MatTek). MCF-10A or HeLa growth medium was used during image acquisition with a layer of mineral oil on top of the medium to prevent evaporation. All images were collected with a Nikon TE2000E or Nikon Ti motorized inverted microscope equipped with Perfect Focus System for continuous maintenance of focus. The microscopes were enclosed in incubators that provided both 37°C temperature control and 5% CO2. Both microscopes were equipped with 20× Plan Apo 0.75 NA or 60× Plan Apo 1.4 NA objective lenses. Histone H2B-GFP or GFP-tubulin fluorescence was excited with a mercury halide light source using a 480/40 excitation filter (Chroma) and collected with a 535/50 emission filter (Chroma). Images were acquired with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera controlled with MetaMorph 7 software or Hamamatsu ORCA-AG cooled CCD camera controlled with NIS-Elements image acquisition software. Time-lapse microscopy images were collected every 3 min, using an exposure time between 100 and 200 ms, with illumination light shuttered between acquisitions. Gamma, brightness, and contrast were adjusted on displayed images (identically for compared image sets) using MetaMorph 7 software or NIS-Elements.

Spindle misorientation

Spindle misorientation was determined by time-lapse differential interference contrast or phase microscopy in coordination with GFP expression. Cell divisions in which the division plane of one of the daughter cells was nonparallel to the plane of the plate were deemed to show spindle misorientation.

Treatment with C3 transferase or Y-27632

Cells were treated with CT04 Cell Permeable C3 Transferase (Cytoskeleton Inc.) at 0.5 μg/ml to inhibit RH0A activity or with Y-27632 (Calbiochem) at 10 μM (in water) to inhibit ROCK activity (33) for 5 hours at 37°C. No drug was added to the control, and a minimum of 100 mitotic events were observed in three individual experiments for each condition.

Site-directed mutagenesis

Hemagglutinin (HA) tag and mutations to generate non-phosphorylatable or phosphomimetic mutants were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis using the QuickChange Kit (Stratagene) on pBabe-Flag-human YAP (7). The YAP isoform 1 (NM_001130145) was used for all cloning. Additionally, for immunoprecipitations, complementary DNAs (cDNAs) encoding full-length human YAP were generated by RT-PCR from RNAs extracted using the QuickChange Kit (Stratagene) on pBabe-Flag-human YAP (7). The YAP isoform 1 (NM_001130145) was used for all cloning. Addition-
and resuspended in 10 ml of 5% acetonitrile, 5% formic acid. Technical replicates were loaded on the LC-MS/MS in succession analyzed using a top 10 method on an LTQ linear ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo). Mass spectra were searched using the Sequest search algorithm (peptide false discovery rate <1.0% and protein false discovery rate <6.54%). Sequest identifications were loaded into the CompPASS informatics suite for analysis. CompPASS identifies HCIPs on the basis of the normalized weighted D score (NWD score), which incorporates the frequency with which they identified within the statistics table, the abundance (APSMs, average peptide spectral matches) when found, and the reproducibility of identification in technical replicates, and also determines a z score based on APSMs (40, 41). Proteins with NWD scores of $\geq 1.0$ are considered HCIPs, although it is also likely that some bona fide interacting proteins may not reach the strict threshold set by an NWD score of $\geq 1.0$. For our CompPASS analysis, we used a statistics table containing 52 bait proteins, composed of 39 unrelated proteins and 13 Hippo pathway components (excluding YAP) that were analyzed in an analogous manner. Individual experiments were analyzed using a peptide database derived from available AP-MS (affinity purification–MS) data for 52 (for MCF10A) or 171 (for HeLa) unrelated proteins to determine NWD scores and z scores based on spectral counts.

For the heat map analysis, total spectral counts were normalized to the total number of spectral counts of the bait protein found in the sample. To be included in the heat map, YAP-interacting proteins were required to have normalized total spectral counts greater than 3.0 in at least two time points for any YAP perturbation. YAP interaction heat maps were built with the heatmap2 package in R version 3.1.1.

Phosphorylation sites were identified by searching mass spectra using a Sequest search database that incorporates all possible phosphorylated peptides. Phosphorylation sites were filtered using the A-score algorithm, which calculates the probability of correct phosphorylation site localization on the basis of the presence and intensity of site-determining ions in tandem mass spectra ($8j$). Phosphorylation sites with A-scores >19 were considered to be correctly localized, and only these sites were considered in our analysis. YAP phosphorylation site heat maps were built with the heatmap2 package in R version 3.1.1.

Coimmunoprecipitation of endogenous PATJ with YAP

MCF-10A cells were treated with nocodazole, and cell pellets were resuspended in Mammalian Cell Lysis Buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (described above). Samples were centrifuged at 4°C, 14,000 rpm for 15 min. Lysates were precleared with 30 μl of beads of protein A/G agarose beads (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-2003) per 500 μl of lysate. Sample buffer (6×) was added to 50 μg of the cleared lysate as 5% input, and input samples were heated to 100°C for 5 min. Protein lysate (1000 μg) was incubated with 60 μl of washed protein A/G agarose beads and either 2 μg of rabbit anti-PATJ (Abcam, ab102113), mouse anti-YAP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-101199), or IgG control [mouse (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-2025) or rabbit (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-2027)] for 4 hours at 4°C while rotating. Western blot analysis was performed using self-prepared 6 to 15% sucrose gradient acrylamide gels. Proteins were transferred onto methanol-activated PVDF membranes (EMD Millipore, IPFL00010) at 80 V. Primary antibodies were diluted 1:1000 in 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA), and the membranes were incubated with the primary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature or overnight at 4°C (rabbit anti-PATJ, Abcam, ab102113; rabbit anti-PATJ, Novus, NB-P2-19707; rabbit anti-YAP, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-15407; mouse anti-YAP, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-101199; and rabbit anti-tubulin, Abcam, ab6046). The membranes were incubated with the secondary antibodies anti-mouse IgG-HRP (GE Healthcare, NXA931) or anti-rabbit IgG-HRP (GE Healthcare, NA9340V), diluted 1:5000 in 5% BSA, for 1 hour at room temperature. Proteins were visualized using a film developer.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**
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**Fig. S1.** Immunofluorescence analysis of YAP-depleted cells.

**Fig. S2.** YAP hairpins.

**Fig. S3.** Spindle misorientation after YAP knockdown.

**Fig. S4.** YAP phospho-mutant combinations.

**Fig. S5.** Phosphorylation of PLC is increased by expression of the YAP 3A mutant.

**Fig. S6.** Coimmunoprecipitation of endogenous PATJ with YAP.

**Fig. S7.** Immunofluorescence of PATJ-depleted cells.

Table S1. HCIPs for YAP wild type, YAP 3D, and YAP 3A.

Movie S1. Coimmunoprecipitation of endogenous PATJ with YAP in MCF-10A cells depleted of YAP with five distinct shRNA sequences.

Movie S2. Mitosis of YAP-depleted MCF-10A cells expressing GFP-tubulin.

Movie S3. Mitosis of MCF-10A cells treated with YAP siRNA.


Movie S5. Mitosis of YAP-depleted HeLa cells.

Movie S6. Mitosis of YAP-depleted multiple HeLa cells.

Movie S7: RHOA localization in a mitotic YAP-depleted MCF-10A cell.

Movie S8. Mitosis of YAP-depleted MCF-10A cells treated with C3 transferase or Y-27632.

Movie S9. Mitosis of MCF-10A cells expressing wild-type YAP or YAP 3A or YAP 3D mutants.

Movie S10. Mitosis of PATJ-depleted MCF-10A cells.
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Separating dividing cells into two

By activating genes involved in cell growth and proliferation, the transcriptional coactivator YAP can act as a tumor promoter. In some contexts, however, YAP can instead act as a tumor suppressor. Bui et al. found that in mitotic cells, a kinase that promotes cell cycle progression phosphorylated YAP, and YAP was localized to subcellular structures involved in dividing cells into two, a process called cytokinesis. Furthermore, localization of YAP at these structures ensured the proper localization of other proteins necessary for cytokinesis. Cells deficient in YAP or that expressed a nonphosphorylatable form of YAP were more likely to have an abnormal number of chromosomes, a condition that can give rise to tumors. These results provide a potential mechanism to explain the tumor-suppressive activity of YAP (see also Pfeifer).